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What Culturaal Values Are
• Cultural values are shared, abstract ideas about what
i good,
is
d right,
i ht and
d desirabl
d i blle
l in
i a society
i t
• They represent the goals th
hat members of the society
are encouraged to have and they serve to justify
actions taken in the pursuiit of these goals.
As a result, cultural valu
ues are represented in
widely shared norms, sym
mbols, rituals, practices, and
ways of thinking.
Values are often seen as
a the heart of culture
(Bardi & Sagiv, 2003; Hofstede, 19980; Sagiv & Schwartz, 2000;
Schwartz,, 1994;; 1999;; Smith & Schhwartz,1997;
,
; Williams,, 1970).
)

What Culturaal Values Are
Cultural values are exxpressed in the
personal values and
d goals
that members of thee culture emphasize.
Cultural values inffluence and direct
preferences,
f
choices
h i
andd behaviors
b h i off
individuals in the socciety.

What Culturaal Values Are
Cultural values are alsso expressed in the way
social institutions operate and function
They are used by institutional
i
leaders to set
goals and agendas, and
a to justify and explain
them
h to members
b off the
h culture.
l
For example:
• Welfare laws prevail in coountries where values of justice
and equality are emphasizeed
ed.
• Political leaders in such coountries are likely to promote
these laws,, explaining
p
g how
w theyy would help
p reduce social
gaps and create equal oppoortunities for all.

Schwartzz Theory:
Cultural Dimen
nsions of Values

I. To what extent are people
autonomous
t
vs. embe
b dded
dd d iin th
their
i groups?
?
Embeddedness: People are vviewed as entities embedded
in the collectivity, who find
d meaning in life largely
through identifying with thee group, participating in its
shared way of life, and striv
ving toward its shared goals.
Values: social order,, familyy secu
urity,
y, respect
p tradition,,
obedient, politeness.

Autonomy: People are vieweed as autonomous, bounded
entities who find meaning in their own uniqueness and
who are encouraged to exprress their internal attributes.
Values: creativity, curiosity, brooadminded, varied life, exciting
life, pleasure.

II. How to guarantee responsible
r
behavior
to preserve the social fabric
Hierarchy: The Culture reliees on hierarchical systems of
ascribed roles to insure resp
ponsible behavior. It defines
the unequal distribution of power,
power roles
roles, and resources
as legitimate.
V l
Values:
authority,
th it social
i l powerr, humble.
h bl

Egalitarianism: People are induced
i
to recognize one
another as moral equals wh
ho share basic interests as
human beings. People are socialized
s
to internalize a
commitment to voluntary cooperation
c
with others and
to feel concern for everyon
y ne's welfare.
Values: social justice, equality, help, honesty.

III. How to regulate the relation
of humankind to th
he natural world?
Mastery: The culture encouraages active self-assertion
self assertion in
order to master, change and
d exploit the natural and
social environment to attain
n personal or group goals.
goals
Values: ambitious, success, darin
ng.

Harmony: An emphasis on fiitting harmoniously into the
environment. Accept the wo
orld as it is, trying to
comprehend and fit in rather than to change or exploit.
Questioning the legitimacy of applying technology to
manipulate
p
the environmentt.
Values: world of beauty, enviroonment, world of peace.
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Why Should
d We Care?
Cultural va
alues impact
what happenss to individuals
and to societa
al institutions
(e.g., families, busiiness organizations,
law systems, corp
porate governance)

Th C
The
Case off B
Busin
iness Organizations
O
i ti

• To exemplify some of the im
mplications of cultural
values for organizations, wee re-analyzed data published
by Trompenaars and Ham
mpden-Turner (1998).
(1998)
• These researchers presented
d middle managers from
about
b t 40 countries
t i with
ith varrious
i
organizational
i ti
l
scenarios and asked them to
t report their attitudes and
choices.
h i
• From their pool of scenarios, we sampled two
examples that we judged relevant
r
for each bi-polar
value dimension.
• We re-analyzed Trompenaa
ars and Hampden-Turner’s
findings to examine how cu
findings,
ultural values impact
managers’ choices in those scenarios.

Embeddedness verrsus Autonomy
Organizations in embeddeed cultures: Function as
extended
t d d families.
f ili They
Th are
a likely
lik l to
t take
t k
responsibility for their meembers in all domains of life
and,
d in
i return, expect mem
mbers
b to identify
id if with
i h andd
work dutifully toward shaared goals.
Organizations in autonom
mous cultures: Are likely to
treat their members as ind
dependent actors with their
own interests
interests, preferencess,
s abilities
abilities, and allegiances.
allegiances
Organizational members are
a likely to be granted
some autonomy and may be encouraged to generate
their own ideas and act up
pon them.

How Do You Perceive your Manager?
• Trompenaars and Hampden
Hampden-T
T
Turner
asked managers whether
they perceive their manager as “sort of a father”, or as
someone who is “only doing his job”.
• We
W h
hypothesized
h i d that
h manaagers will
ill perceive
i their
h i own
manager as a father figure, the
t more embedded their
culture.
• Because organizations in embbedded cultures tend to function
as extended families that take responsibility for their members
at work as well as in other settings,
tings members of organizations
in such cultures may perceive their leaders as paternal figures.
• In contrast,, in autonomyy cultuures,, organizational
g
members are
perceived as independent actoors, who follow their own
personal attributes. The naturee of their relations with their
boss are more “contractual”
contractual , and
a they are less likely to view
their managers as paternal figuures.

Who Controls your Life?
• Trompenaars and Hampden-T
Hampden Turner
T
asked managers whether
they felt they had control oveer their lives.
• We hypothesize that managers perceive themselves as
controlling their fate, the moore autonomous their culture.
• In organizations from autonom
mous cultures individuals are
viewed as independent actors and are encouraged to shape
their tasks and implement origginal ideas
ideas.
• Granted, they will not always feel “in control” on their lives,
but they are likely to feel so more
m
than managers in
organizations from embeddeddness cultures – where
individuals are expected
p
to folllow fatefullyy organizational
g
goals set by others.

Correlations of
Th
Three
Bi
Bi-Polar
P l Dimensi
Di
i
ions
off Cultural
C lt
l Values
V l
with Managers’ Choices in
n Organizational Scenarios

Percent of managers
who view their own
manager as a Paternal
Figure (N=37)
Percent of managers
g
who view themselves
as controlling their
fate (N
(N=35)
35)

Embedded
dness

Hierarchy

Mastery

versuss

versus

versus

Autonom
my

Egalitarianism

Harmony

.58***

.33*

.46**

-.42
42*

-.35*
35*

-.01
01

Hierarchy versus Egalitarianism
E
Organizations in hierarchiccal cultures: Are likely to
emphasize the chain of autthority,
thority to assign wellwell
defined roles in a hierarchiical structure, and to demand
compliance in the service of
o goals set from the top.
top
Organizational members are expected to put the
i t
interests
t off the
th organizatio
i tion before
b f
their
th i own interests.
i t
t
Organizations in egalitaria
an cultures: Are more likely
to be built upon cooperativ
ve negotiation among
members who flexibly enaact their roles as they try to
affect organizational goalss. Leaders are likely to
motivate others by
y enablin
ngg them to share in ggoalsetting and by appealing to
o the joint welfare of all.

Sources of Social
S
Status
• Trompenaars and Hampden-T
Turner asked managers whether
family background influenced personal status in their
societies.
• We hypothesized that the m
more hierarchical the culture,
culture
the more it relies on family background
b
in ascribing
status.
• Hierarchical cultures are baseed on hierarchal systems of
ascribed roles. Familyy backgr
g ound is likelyy to be amongg such
ascribed sources of status. In contrast,
c
in egalitarian cultures
people are encouraged to percceive each other as moral equals.
R l i on family
Relying
f il background
b k
d – a source nott controlled
t ll d by
b
the individual is likely to be seee as undesirable or even
immoral.

Expressingg Negative
g
e Emotions at Work
• Managers were presented with the
t following scenario: Suppose
you feel upset at work.
work How liikely are you to express these
negative feelings?
• We hypothesize people will exxpress negative feelings the
more egalitarian their culturee
• In organizations in hierarchical cultures individuals are expected
to put the interests of the organiization before their own.
Expressing
p
g negative
g
feelings
g is destructive,, and unlikelyy in such
organizations.
• In contrast,, egalitarian
g
organiza
g
ations care about the welfare of
their members. Members are enncourage to negotiate their
interdependencies in the organization and express themselves
f l even when
freely,
h expressing
i unnconventional
ti l ideas
id
or negative
ti
emotions.

Correlations of
Th
Three
Bi
Bi-Polar
P l Dimensi
Di
i
ions
off Cultural
C lt
l Values
V l
with Managers’ Choices in
n Organizational Scenarios
Embedded
dness

Hierarchy

Mastery

versuss

versus

versus

Autonom
my

Egalitarianism

Harmony

Percent of managers
who agree that status
in life highly depends
on family background
(N=32)

.18

.42*

.07

Percent of managers
who state they would
express their upset
feelings (N=38)

-.188

-.42*

-.28

Mastery versu
us Harmony
Organizations in mastery cultures:
c
Master, change, and
manipulate
i l t the
th environmen
i
ntt to
t attain
tt i organizational
i ti l
goals. Are likely to be dynnamic, competitive, and
strongly
l oriented
i
d towardd achievement
hi
andd success.
d technology to manipulate
Develop and use advanced
the environment and prom
mote goal attainment.
Organizations
g
in harmony
y cultures: Are likely
y to be
viewed holistically as systeems to be integrated with the
surrounding
g social and nattural world. Leaders are
likely to consider social an
nd environmental
implications
p c o s oof organizatio
og
onal actions
o
c o s andd too seek
see nono
exploitative ways to work toward organizational goals.

Correlations of Three Bi-Polar Dimensions of Cultural Values
with Managers’ Choices in
n Organizational Dilemmas

The past has ended
a long time ago (21)

The Future is
far away (17)

Embed
ddedness

Hierarchy

Mastery

veersus

versus

versus

A tonomy
Auto

E lit i i
Egalitarianism

H
Harmony

-.26
26

- 07
-.07

.42(
42(*))

-.09

.26

.66**

What about Corpo
porate Governance?
Cultural values impact soccietal institutions.
Like business organization
ns, economic and legal
systems are nested in the societies in which they
develop and operate.
The values emphasized in the
t societal structure,
form and shape the formall rules and regulations, as
well as the prevailing norm
ms and standards of
conduct.
Understanding culturral values is a key to
understanding corporate ggovernance across
cultures.

Additional Information

Schwartz
Sch
artz Theory:
Theor :
Cultural Dimen
nsions of Values
• Relies on instrumen
nts validated for crosscross
cultural equivalencee of meaning
• Consider the dynam
mic relations among
cultural dimensionss
• World-wide samplee
• Replicated among teachers
t
and students

CULTURAL DIMENSIONS: PR
ROTOTYPICAL STRUCTURE
HARMONY
Unity With Nature
World at Peace

EMBEDDEDNESS
Social Order, Obedience
R
Respect
t for
f Tradition
T diti

EGALITARIANISM
Social Justice
Equality

HIERARCHY
Authority
Humble

INTELLECTUAL
AUTONOMY
Broadmindedness
Curiosity

MASTERY
AFFECTIVE
AUTONOMY
Pleasure
Exciting Life

Ambition
Daring

Wh t C
What
Cultural
lt
lV
Values
l
A
Are NOT
Structure wise:
Cultural values differ from
m Norms and Practices
Content wise:
Cultural values differ from
m cognitive styles and
emotions

